Entry Tags Options
For each Building Exhibit you enter in Hemlock Fair, you will need an Entry Tag to go with it. You have 2 options to
choose from. Kids should fill them out before Judging Day.

1- Double Entry Tags
 These need to be picked up from the office or arranged to be picked up at an Activity Night or workshop.
 Fill in all information asked for on the tag.
When visiting the judges on judging day, they will mark your ribbon color on the double entry tag and keep the bottom
(yellow) copy. The top (white copy) stays with your ribbon and exhibit.

2- Computer Generated Entry Tags




You will need to request these from Renee before July 8th and they will be sent via email.
All your personal information as well as the Section and Class are already marked on the tags. You can add
additional entry description information if you want.
You will need to print 2 copies!
o First copy (these will be the TAGS) - Print one sided only. Cut apart - there are 6 tags per page. On the
back, include:
 Number of years in 4-H
 Number of years in Project Area
 2 things learned or improved upon
This tag will be kept with the exhibit and your ribbon will be attached.
o








Second copy (this will become the VOUCHER) - Can be printed front and back - DO NOT CUT APART.
Each time you visit a judge, ask the judge to circle the ribbon color (just under the bar code) and initial
next to it. You do not need 2 things learned on this sheet.
Turn the second copy into Renee before you leave the judging area to set up your exhibits! This is very
important! If Renee doesn’t get this copy, she cannot credit your exhibits with any premium points, which
means you don’t get money for your exhibits!
If you have exhibits that you registered, but are not bringing to the fair, just draw an X through that entry.
If you have additional exhibits that were not pre-registered, you can print blank entry tags - look for them on the
CCE website - Hemlock fair page. You will still need 2 copies, one to cut up and put on exhibits and one to
submit to Renee.
I recommend filling in the front of these tags first, then copying the entire sheet before cutting them apart into
tags.

